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While some commercial property funds are available to all investors, others may only be offered to ‘wholesale 
investors’. The distinction between these two categories is important to understand, as this can hold key 
implications for both your eligibility for certain investments and the level of disclosure you receive about a fund.  

AM I A WHOLESALE INVESTOR?

Essentially, everyone is a retail investor unless they satisfy one of the requirements to be classified as a wholesale 
investor under the Corporations Act 2001.

To be classified as a wholesale investor, you must meet one of the following three criteria:

1. You hold net assets worth more than $2.5 million

2. You have a gross income for each of the last two financial years of at least $250,000

3. You are willing to invest $500,000 or more into the fund

To prove that you meet at least one of these criteria, you are required to obtain a certificate from a qualified 
accountant stating so.

WHAT ARE THE KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RETAIL AND WHOLESALE PRODUCTS?

Both retail and wholesale products can offer high-quality opportunities to investors. The primary difference 
between the two categories is in the level of compliance involved with each investment.

Retail: Disclosure requirements and regulations are a lot higher for retail products, with the intention being to 
provide investors with a greater level of consumer protection. Retail investors receive all the consumer protections 
set out in The Future of Financial Advice (FOFA) reforms, and must by law be provided with a Product Disclosure 
Statement. In addition, The Australian Securities & Investments Commission (ASIC) requires all funds open to 
retail investors to meet increased government requirements, including an improved constitution and compliance 
plan, a mandated net tangible assets requirement, and an authorisation for licensee on the investment type 
(amongst others).

Wholesale: Wholesale products generally cater to more experienced investors, and as such will usually involve 
fewer compliance obligations and less regulatory requirements. For instance, wholesale investors can choose 
to forgo the Product Disclosure Statement in favour of a more simplistic Information Memorandum (IM).  
The rationale behind this is that investors considered to be wholesale are more likely to be able to evaluate 
interests in a fund without needing the protection of a regulated disclosure statement like a PDS.

RETAIL vs WHOLESALE FUNDS

From a cost perspective, retail funds are typically available to all investors and will generally involve a lower 
minimum investment amount (generally around $50,000). As a product targeted to more experienced and 
high-net worth investors, wholesale funds will often involve higher minimum investment amounts – typically 
in excess of $100,000, and in some cases as high as $500,000. Whilst open to fewer investors, wholesale funds 
allow those with the capability and desire to participate in wholesale markets to access a broader and often 
more complex range of products, potentially with a higher risk/return profile than retail products.


